International Care Leavers’ Convention 2020
Pre-event-2 - My Care: My Voice | Amplifying the Voices of Care Leavers
October 31, 2020
Duration: 2 hours | 1.30 IST, 10.00 AM CET, 11.00 AM EAT onwards
Link to register |Details will be shared soon (details of link to attend will be shared with all who register)

Background
The current COVID-19 pandemic broke all boundaries and helped us connect more virtually. Screen time
and use of technology increased multifold and perhaps the highest in history. There is enough evidence
that in the coming times, the global consumer Internet video traffic will account for over 80% of internet
traffic and virtual spaces that have videos are likely to draw more attention across all sectors.
Care Leavers or Care experienced youth have many stories to share: stories of hope, experiences and
achievements. Being able to create impactful videos can be an enabling too that can help them share their
stories. Each story matters!
This, the objective of this workshop, which is the second webinar in the run up to the main event of the
Care Leavers Convention, the aim is to impart video making skills to young people with care experience.

Format
Interactive Virtual Workshop. Participants will be provided simple tips to create effective videos and
understand the process of video content creation through examples and interactive conversations.
Participants will also discuss their own plans for videos at the end of the training.

Facilitator
Isha Chitnis, from India. Isha has been creating videos and training youth to create videos and on how to
use digital tools since 2016 and have focused on using the medium of video to create social impact. She
has created video content and social media campaigns for the social development sector around topics
like child rights, women farmers rights, women's health and indigenous rights.

Design
TIME

TOPIC

OUTCOME

1.30-1.35

Introduction

Sharing on convention overall, the organizing
committee, the video workshop and
introduction ti

1.35-1.45

Introduction to training,
purpose of training,
introduction of trainer, quick
Q&A with participants

Participants will understand the purpose of
the training and get to know the trainer and
get an overview of the training taking place

1.45 – 2.00

Introduction to videos,
different types of videos

Participants will understand the different
types of videos that can be made and shown
examples of videos made on mobile phones
and understand the importance of videos

2.00 - 2:20

Telling a story through video

Participants will understand the structure of a
video and how to use it to tell a story

2:20- 2:40

How to shoot a video planning

Participants will understand how to plan a
shoot, how to define the message of the video
before shooting it

2:40- 3.00

How to shoot a video equipment and techniques

Participants will understand the different
aspects of video shooting and thr tips to keep
in mind to shoot a good video

3.00- 3.15

Interactive discussion on
participants plan for videos

Participants will share the video topics they
are interested to work on

3. 15 – 3. 25

Apps to use to edit videos +
closing Q & A and feedback

Participants will be given names of free apps
to use to edit their videos

3.25 – 3.30

Conclusion and wrap up

Ideas for future collaboration are summed up

Outcome
Better understanding of the different aspects of video creation and how to use video to tell stories and
undertake advocacy around them.
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